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            Abstract
Human evolutionary history is rich with the interbreeding of divergent populations. Most humans outside of Africa trace about 2% of their genomes to admixture from Neanderthals, which occurred 50–60 thousand years ago1. Here we examine the effect of this event using 14.4 million putative archaic chromosome fragments that were detected in fully phased whole-genome sequences from 27,566 Icelanders, corresponding to a range of 56,388–112,709 unique archaic fragments that cover 38.0–48.2% of the callable genome. On the basis of the similarity with known archaic genomes, we assign 84.5% of fragments to an Altai or Vindija Neanderthal origin and 3.3% to Denisovan origin; 12.2% of fragments are of unknown origin. We find that Icelanders have more Denisovan-like fragments than expected through incomplete lineage sorting. This is best explained by Denisovan gene flow, either into ancestors of the introgressing Neanderthals or directly into humans. A within-individual, paired comparison of archaic fragments with syntenic non-archaic fragments revealed that, although the overall rate of mutation was similar in humans and Neanderthals during the 500 thousand years that their lineages were separate, there were differences in the relative frequencies of mutation types—perhaps due to different generation intervals for males and females. Finally, we assessed 271 phenotypes, report 5 associations driven by variants in archaic fragments and show that the majority of previously reported associations are better explained by non-archaic variants.
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                    Fig. 1: Archaic diversity in 55,132 Icelandic haploid genomes.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Phylogenetic relationships of archaic fragments to sequenced archaic genomes.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Comparison of the rate, spectrum and influence of mutations on archaic and non-archaic fragments.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Phenotype association with archaic variants.[image: ]
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                Data availability


All summary statistics such as archaic fragments and which SNPs they contain are available as Supplementary Data. Because Icelandic law and the regulations of the Icelandic Data Protection Authority prohibit the release of individual level and personally identifying data, collaborators who want access to individual genotype level data have to access the data locally at our Icelandic facilities.



Code availability


The Python script for performing simulations is available on Github (https://github.com/LauritsSkov/ArchaicSimulations).
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Estimates of the false-positive rate of archaic inference based on simulations.
a, Length distributions of false-positive and true-positive calls for fragments inferred to be archaic, and the length distributions for simulated archaic fragments that were found and those that were missed. The dashed lines indicate the mean value of the distribution. b, False-positive rate as a function of the mean posterior probability of being archaic for each fragment.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Properties of SNP classes in archaic fragments.
a, The site frequency spectrum for DAV variants, DAV-linked variants, DAV-unlinked variants and non-DAV variants. The x axis shows variants found on 1–250 chromosomes in our Icelandic population sample and the y axis shows the number of variants in each category. b, The number of times a variant is found in European populations (Utah residents (CEPH) with northern and western European ancestry (CEU), Toscani in Italy (TSI), Finnish in Finland (FIN), British in England and Scotland (GBR) and Iberian population in Spain (IBS); codes as per the previous study) from the 1000 Genomes Project (1000G) as a function of the number of times it is observed in Iceland. The numerical labels represent the number of variants that belong to each category defined by the two axes and the type of archaic variant. The x axis is truncated at variants that were found 2,500 times, which corresponds to a frequency of around 5% in Iceland.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Nucleotide diversity based on DAV-linked and DAV variants from archaic fragments.
Using these variants, we identified a maximum of 6 subgroups of fragments, clustered by similarity (based on a mean difference of 1 mismatch per 10 kb per subgroup).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Length distribution and coalescence time for all archaic fragments.
The distribution of length and coalescence times (with present day sub-Saharan Africans) for all archaic fragments (mosaic and non-mosaic) are shown according to the archaic genome that they are most closely related to (Altai, Denisova, Vindija, multiple archaics (ambiguous) and unknown). The coalescence time estimates are described in Supplementary Information 2.7.


Extended Data Fig. 5 A genomic map of archaic introgression deserts.
a, The mean frequency of archaic fragments in each 100-kb bin is reported along the genome (ideogram). The y axis is truncated at 5%. Regions with no archaic fragments (only counting fragments with DAV variants and DAV-linked variants) in regions larger than 1 Mb (and a minimum of 100 kb could be called) are marked in green, along with previously reported deserts in red23 and blue24. b, The size distribution of archaic introgression deserts. c, Gene density in deserts (n = 570) compared with non-deserts (n = 2,224). The numbers indicate the mean number of genes per Mb and the error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The y axis is truncated at 25 genes per Mb.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Archaic introgression and genomic features in 250-kb windows for which more than 1% of the bases in the window could be called.
n = 10,466. a, b, The relationship between the nucleotide diversity of archaic fragments (a) or their frequency (%) (b) and the recombination rate (cM per Mb) and gene density (number of genes per 250 kb). Data were analysed by Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and P values for all data points (two-sided test) are shown. For visualization, we group the data into five equally sized bines, sorted by diversity (a) or frequency (b). Each bin contains 2,093 data points. In this analysis, we considered only DAV-linked variants and DAV variants. The data are coloured according to which feature is being tested (blue for frequency, orange for genes, green for recombination rate and yellow for diversity). The midpoint of the bar is the mean of the measure and error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The y axis is truncated at five times the mean value.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Difference between observed and simulated fragments based on increasing Neanderthal-to-human mutation rates.
a, The square-root difference of the 10-replicate mean simulated scenarios for ∆AH (difference scenarios have mutation rates of 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4%) and the observed values of ∆AH for the Icelandic fragments, after trimming different numbers of 5-kb bins from the ends of each fragment. The analysis was repeated applying 0-, 50-, 100-, 150- and 200-kb minimum fragment length filters (facets). b, As in a, but adding up the square-root difference value for all the bins trimmed and ranking each bar by the minimum difference (number on top of each bar: 1, minimum difference; 5, maximum difference).
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Reporting Summary

Supplementary dataset 1
This dataset consists of mosaic and nonmosaic fragments that have an average posterior probability above 0.9. All analysis regarding fragment length distribution, variant density and relation to the sequenced archaic individuals use these fragments. The coordinates are given in human reference genome build hg38.


Supplementary dataset 2
This dataset constists of all SNPs that are classified as archaic i.e. being with the fragments described in SIdataset1.txt. For each SNP the position are given in human reference genome build hg38. For each SNP we provide information about how often the SNP was found on the archaic background vs the human background and which archaic reference genomes the SNP was shared with.


Supplementary dataset 3
In the first tab of the excel spreadsheet is SI Table 2.6.1 from section 2. In the tab called ‚ÄúNeanderthal demography fitting‚Äù is the same summary of 250 simulations varying parameters related to the Neanderthal population as described in SI Figure 3.1.1. In the tab called ‚ÄúDenisova demography fitting‚Äù is the same summary of 576 simulations varying parameters related to the Denisovan admixture as described in SI Figure 3.1.1.


Supplementary dataset 4
This dataset reports the chrom, desert number, start, mean windows called as archaic, number of called and total number of genes.


Supplementary dataset 5
For each 1 kb window we report the chrom, start, number of archaic windows, number of archaic windows which contain DAV-linked variants or DAV variant, diversity using all variants, diversityDAV-linked, diversityDAV, called bases, total individuals, recombinationrate, protein coding genes, amount of window covered by exons, B-value.


Supplementary dataset 6
Here we show the amount of archaic sequence found in the Icelandic population and in all non-African individuals from SGDP. We show the overlap of sequence along with the expected overlap by chance.


Supplementary dataset 7
Mutation spectrum comparison for 7-spectrum mutation type (fist tab) and 96-spectrum mutation type (second tab). The counts of derived alleles in archaic fragments and non-archaic fragments, the proportional ratio and the associated p-value from two-sided 10,000 permutation test (as explained in SI 6.3.2) are shown for each mutation type.


Supplementary dataset 8
In the first tab of the excel spreadsheet the Neanderthal genetic score for 271 phenotypes (145 quantitative traits and 132 case control phenotypes). The number of samples for each phenotype (or case and controls) are provided for each phenotype along with effect size and and p-value. The effect size and p-value are provided for both DAV SNPs and all SNPs. In the second tab we report 30 previously reported single nucleotide variants that showed an association to a phenotype. In the third tab we report the novel associations using the Decode data.
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